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We proudly present...
Dear members, associates and friends,
We warmly welcome you to our first issue of The Cluster Times, the brand new
newsletter of the ImmunoSensation Cluster of Excellence, now served regularly.
We searched the web for “the purpose of
newsletters” and most answers claimed
newsletters should disseminate informatiwon and promote unity of a group while
being a tool for representation and advertisement.
This is not wrong, just a bit apathetic. The
Cluster Times has the goal to help you

staying abreast of the Cluster while being
entertained. It was created to inform about
the latest Cluster tidings, to announce and
remind of upcoming events and - last but
not least - communicate our outstanding
science in an enjoyable fashion.
Now, please enjoy reading and feel free to
contact us any time.
Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year!
Yours,
Cluster Coordination Office
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HIGHLIGHT

3rd Cluster Science Days
As most of you have experienced the high quality of this year’s Cluster
Science Days, I will not repeat how excellent the talks were, what a great
tool poster speed talks are and how well organized the scientific program
was. I will just briefly describe the reasons.

The 3rd Cluster Science Days were entirely shaped by a fantastic team of young
researchers. We all know the classical
scheme of scientific meetings: talks, coffee, posters, lunch, talks, etc.. The success of meetings is highly dependent on
the selected speakers (and the quality of
the coffee). Before our first team meeting I was curious and, to be honest, a bit
concerned how such a young team will
shape the scientific framework.
The concerns vanished rapidly. The team
directly came up with refreshing ideas
without neglecting the purpose of a scientific meeting. Emphasis was put on
enhancing exchange of knowledge and
technical expertise as well as fostering
new co-operations.
To this end, talks were chosen by research
area representatives and the organizing

team. Additionally, a new technical session was implemented. Judging from your
feedback, this was the way to go. Many
engaged in scientific discussions and
some found potential new collaborators.
Two evening sessions set focus on scientific career development for our young researchers. If you want to read more about
this from the students’ point of view, you
can visit the Blog at www.immunosensation.de/blog.
I am really looking forward to the Cluster
Science Days 2016 - featuring our Scientific Advisory Board for the second time
- and I hope that we will have an equally
enthusiastic organizing team (and a less
annoying photographer). Because, you
know, you “only improve if you are not
satisfied”.
Best, Catherine
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A review on shaping
ImmunoSensational
Days

PEOPLE

New members
The overall goal of our research is to
understand the molecular and cellular
mechanisms by which chronic inflammation in the liver can affect the function of
immune cells during de nova infection by
pathogenic organisms. Specifically, the
research focuses on mechanistic studies
to understand the role of hepatic myeloid
cells in the host immune response against
microbial pathogens during chronic liver
inflammation.

DR. ZEINAB
ABDULLAH

DR. ANNKRISTIN
HEINE

The research interests of Dr. Heine´s
group are the mechanisms mediating antigen cross-presentation and cytotoxic T
cell induction in the context of anti-tumor
immune responses. Dr. Heine and her
group are interested in the identification of
novel immunotherapeutic strategies that
accomplish both, with a special focus on

different pathways of dendritic cell licensing and chemokine receptor modulation.
Dr. Heine works as a senior physician at
the Medical Clinic III for Oncology, Hematology and Rheumatology. Her group
aims to facilitate the integration of laboratory and clinical investigation of immunotherapies through translating experimental
concepts from preclinical observations to
clinical application. She further focuses on
monitoring immune responses as well as
immunomodulatory effects of novel anti-cancer drugs in patients. The long-term
goal of her laboratory is to understand the
molecular and cellular regulatory mechanisms of immunotherapeutic anti-tumor
approaches and translate basic research
investigations into effective cancer treatments.

DR. ANDREAS
SCHLITZER

The aim of our research is to understand
the complexity and function of dendritic
cells and monocytes during health and

disease. A major focus lies on the developmental processes leading to the functional specialization of dendritic cell subsets and monocytes.
To analyse these highly heterogeneous
compartments we use state of the art
technologies such as single cell mRNA
sequencing, multi-colour fish and advanced flow cytometry.
Taken together we are investigating how
the development of dendritic cells and
monocytes shapes their functional specialization during homeostasis and disease.
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Institute of Experimental Immunology
(IEI)

Institute of Experimental Immunology
(IEI) & Medical Clinic
III

Life & Medical
Sciences Institute
(LIMES)

PEOPLE

New members

The aim of our research is to identify
(neuro)-immunological mechanisms contributing to acute (postoperative) and
chronic functional disturbances of the GI
tract.
In a series of publications our group

demonstrated that interactions of resident
immune cells and the enteric nervous
system trigger postoperative bowel wall
inflammation. This local neuroinflammation can be effectively modified by intrinsic and extrinsic neurotransmitters.
With international collaborators we also
investigate the neuroimmunology of
chronic inflammatory bowel diseases.
Currently, we are aiming to understand
the initial trigger mechanisms of intestinal
inflammation as well as to identify novel
neuro-immune modulatory pathways.
This will help us to gather a comprehensive understanding of acute and chronic
intestinal inflammatory disorders.

PD DR. SVEN
WEHNER
Department of
Surgery

PEOPLE

Congratulations, Frank Bradke!
Prof. Frank Bradke receives Leibniz Prize 2016
Our sincere congratulations go to Cluster
member Prof. Dr. Frank Bradke (German
Center for Neurodegenerative Diseases)
for receiving the Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz Prize 2016 in recognition of his pathbreaking research in the area of regenerative neurobiology.
The Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz Prize is
awarded by the German Research Foundation to exceptional scientists for their
outstanding achievements in the field of
research. It is the highest endowed re-

search prize in Germany. We are proud
that the Cluster is now home to three
Leibniz awardees, Prof. Frank Bradke,
Prof. Gunther Hartmann and Prof. Christian Kurts.
The the official award ceremony will take
place in Berlin on March 1st, 2016.

Prof. Dr. Frank Bradtke
© DZNE/Laubertphoto
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PEOPLE

“Immuna and Immuno”the real “stars” of the Cluster.
Just in case you are wondering who the two fluffy orange stuffed animals
in wonderful Christmas outfits are - may we proudly present “Immuna and
Immuno”.

As some of you might remember (especially those of you who supported us with
your scientific knowledge!!) the Cluster
took part in the “9th Night of Science” in
Bonn (May 2014) and, because this event
is more family-orientated than science-orientated, we decided to give something to
the children who participated in our highly popular “sensing game”. We came up
with various ideas, but due perhaps to
a lack of fresh air and sugar, we ended
up with these creations. Et voilà, Immuna
and Immuno were born! Originally Immuna and Immuno were born as dendritic
cells, but have you tried to explain a “dendritic cell” to a five-year-old? The children
quickly referred to them as “starfish” and
we stuck with that, although we empha-

sised to the older visitors that we are not
the leading stars in the research field of
oceanography.
This event was only the first foray into
the world of stardom for Immuna and Immuno. They lead an exciting life. In June
2015 they attended the open day at the
Villa Hammerschmidt. They missed our
Federal President Joachim Gauck, but
they were greeted by many fans across
the generations.
If you have always dreamt of owning a
star shaped stuffed animal, please feel
free to visit us at the “10th Night of Science” (June 2/3, 2016) where you will
have a chance to win them.
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RECENT PUBLICATIONS

Hölzel lab elucidates a
mechanism of phenotypic
plasticity in melanoma cells
Phenotypic plasticity is increasingly recognized as a mechanism contributing to tumor heterogeneity and driving resistance and tumor progression,
in addition to genomic alterations. In their recent study, the laboratory of
Michael Hölzel contributes to the understanding of the molecular mechanisms underlying these processes in melanoma cells.

Although cancer immunotherapy has
revolutionized the treatment of malignant
melanoma in the recent years, the emergence of resistance remains a major hurdle in the clinic. Melanoma cells are not
only able to escape therapy by acquiring
additional mutations, but can also gain
beneficial characteristics by reversible
phenotypic changes that can be induced
by the tumor microenvironment, e.g. immune cells. Understanding the molecular
mechanisms of phenotypic plasticity is
critical to the development of therapies
that target all melanoma cell populations
and result in durable responses. Now,
the laboratory of Michael Hölzel at the
Institute of Clinical Chemistry and Clinical
Pharmacology has uncovered a molecular mechanism underlying the reciprocal

interactions of melanoma cells and infiltrating immune cells. The antagonistic
interrelationship between a lineage-specific and a pro-inflammatory stress response transcription factor in melanoma
cells orchestrates melanoma phenotype
switching in response to inflammatory
mediators, a process termed inflammation-induced dedifferentiation. Importantly, the authors show that the melanoma
differentiation status is sufficient to determine the responsiveness to inflammatory
mediators and actively shape the recruitment of myeloid cells to the tumor. These
findings have important clinical implications, as tumor-infiltrating myeloid cells
can promote tumor growth and impair T
cell responses.
by Stefanie Riesenberg

FIND ALL RECENT PUBLICATIONS HERE:
http://www.immunosensation.de/research/publications.html
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Riesenberg S et al.
(2015). MITF and
c-Jun antagonism interconnects melanoma dedifferentiation
with pro-inflammatory cytokine responsiveness and myeloid
cell recruitment. Nat
Commun. 2015 Nov
4;6:8755.

Stefanie Riesenberg

MISCELLANEOUS

MISCELLANEOUS

The pme
family service

Parental
leave?

The Cluster cooperates with the „pme
Familienservice“. The nearest office is in
Bonn, but you can find pme offices all over
Germany. Here we provide childcare for
emergencies (like the Kita strike this year)
and holiday care during school holidays.
If you have a meeting within Germany it
is even possible to bring your child along
and benefit from the local pme service.
César Evaristo (Institute of Experimental
Immunology) used pme during the Kita
strike this year and he says: “I am very
happy with the service. It was very convenient and easy to use, and the children
were happy with it.”
So, try it and give grandma a day off!

INFO

http://www.familienservice.de

MISCELLANEOUS

Max and Mary
Please remember that the Cluster funds
childcare at the English-speaking nursery
“Max and Mary” (Robert-Koch-Straße,
Venusberg). The extended opening hours
can be very helpful to parents and some
people use “Max and Mary” as a temporary solution - which is of course possible.
No long-term commitment is needed, but
is also possible.

INFO

http://www.maxandmary.de/

What will happen with my
labwork?

The Cluster offers funding in order to hire
student assistants for those who are on
parental leave. Thereby we ensure that
the scientists can return to their project
after their parental leave. Until now only
female scientist were able to benefit from
this offer, but we also support Cluster
daddies.

MISCELLANEOUS

Cluster went
charity...
... and will go charity

Because of your help we were able to
participate twice in “Mary’s meals” and
“Alter Schuhe – neues Leben”. For those
of you who have not heard of the two projects yet, here is a short summary. “Mary’s
meals” is an organisation with many projects and we were able to support the
“backpack project”. The Cluster donated
backpacks, which were filled with school
material and other useful items (like a
tooth brush) to support children in Malawi
and Liberia.
If you always wanted to get rid of your old
shoes - we have a solution: Donate them
to “Alte Schuhe – neues Leben”. The old
pairs of shoes, which have to be still wearable, will be sold to recycling companies.
The proceeds go to the “Fördergemeinschaft Deutsche Kinderherzzentren e.V.”.
We hope your amazing support continues and just be warned that we will ask
for your contributions again in 2016.
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MISCELLANEOUS

Bo&MeRang offers 15
PhD positions
The newly established DFG graduate training group “Bo&MeRang” offers
15 PhD student projects (TV-L13 65%) on immunology and infectiology
at the Friedrich-Wilhelms-University Bonn, Germany and the University of
Melbourne, Australia.

Bo&MeRang studies myeloid immune cells
and adaptive immunity against infections.
Students will perform the core of their PhD
project in Bonn and 1 year in Melbourne,
jointly supervised by internationally leading
principal investigators from both universities.
Bonn is a center of immunological research in Germany and features the Excellence Cluster ImmunoSensation and several topical SFB of the DFG. Its research
foci include inflammatory disease models,
microenvironmental and transcriptional
immune regulation and immune pattern
sensing. Melbourne is internationally recognized for excellent research on immune
cell subsets and on microbial infections.
These areas are highly synergistic and, the
scientific exchange between Melbourne
and Bonn will create a highly conducive
environment for the training of students.
PhD projects will be fully embedded in the
coordinated training programs of both locations.
The 15 research projects address immunity against viral hepatitis, Malaria, Salmonella, Legionnaires’ disease, influenza, HIV,
melanoma and Alzheimer’s disease, study
mechanisms such as inflammasome activation, cross-presentation, nucleic acid
detection and immune cell communication and use advanced methodology
like transcriptomics, proteomics, bioinformatics and 2-photon microscopy. For
further information on the individual projects and the supervising scientists see
http://bomerang.iei-bonn.de/bomerang.
html.
We are seeking passionate PhD candidates who are highly motivated to solve
scientific questions with modern immunological approaches in a competitive
environment. The ideal candidate holds a
M.Sc. or Diploma with an above-average

university degree in Biology, Immunology,
Molecular Biology, Biochemistry, or related
fields with proven interest in immunology.
Candidates with experience in relevant immunological research will be given priority.
Excellent written and spoken English skills
are mandatory.
The University of Bonn is an equal opportunities employer. We offer salary according to the German salary scale TV-L E13,
Jobticket and supplementary benefits in
the public sector (pension plan according
to VBL).
Please send your application, including
credentials, CV and motivation letter, preferably by email, until 15th January 2016 to
c/o Lucie Delforge
Prof. Dr. Christian Kurts
Institute of Experimental Immunology
Sigmund-Freud-Str. 25
53105 Bonn
Tel. +49 (0) 228 28711050
bomerang@uni-bonn.de
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UPCOMING

Molecular
Imaging
Workshop

IITB

UPCOMING

IITB

IITB Network
Day Kickoff
Meeting

Dr. Gabor Horvath from the Institute of
Innate Immunity (III) will give you some
detailed theoretical background on general light microscopy, followed by some
hands-on sessions with their wide-field
and confocal microscopes. The workshop is open for all IITB students, but
places are limited to 6. So be quick with
your registration!

We want to continue the great success
of last year’s Students’ Network Day in
2016. Therefore, we invite all Cluster
PhD students to participate in the kickoff
meeting on Monday, January 18th, 2016.
Come and join us to shape an extraordinary network day, again! Please register
until January 11th, 2016.

WHERE	University Hospital
Bonn, BMZ
WHEN
January 25-27, 2016
REGISTER UNTIL January 11th, 2016
MAIL TO
c .gottschalk@unibonn.de

WHEN

UPCOMING

Mailing list

IITB

IITB students: watch out!

We now provide a mailing list for all IITB
students! You will receive future information about upcoming IITB events through
this list and you can communicate with
each other by mailing to iitb@listserv.unibonn.de.
Have fun!

January 18th, 2016
9 a.m.
REGISTER UNTIL January 11th, 2016
MAIL TO 	c.gottschalk@unibonn.de

UPCOMING

Girls’ Day
2016
Owing to the help of committed female
scientists, the Cluster was able to participate in the Girls’ Day in 2014 and 2015.
Following the success of these days, we
are pleased to continue this tradition,
which will not be awarded in any scientific
way, but will hopefully arouse interest and
awareness in a scientific career within the
female world. The next Girls’ Day will be
on April 28th, 2016.
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Imprint
EDITOR	Cluster Coordination Office
ImmunoSensation Cluster of Excellence
	University of Bonn, University Hospital Bonn
Sigmund-Freud-Str. 25
D-53127 Bonn
TEL +49 228 287 51288
MAIL immunosensation@uni-bonn.de
LAYOUT Dr. Kristina Koch
ABOUT	The ImmunoSensation Cluster of Excellence
(University of Bonn) has been funded by the
German Research Foundation since 2012.
WEB www.immunosensation.de
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